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Brutal Military attacks, targeting whole villages, cause every 
member of the village, young and old to escape after everything 

they own is bombed and then burned.

Asia Christian Services established Grace Village and Grace Church 
for refugees who were escaping such brutality. Over 20,000 
refugees have since come to live in the area.  Now the political 
unrest and the situation has become much worse and the need for 
medical care has not only increased, but become a key evangelistic 
tool! The current government, military coup is hindering this work, but 
ACS is using medical care to open the door for the gospel! 

Solution:  Grace Clinic at Myawaddy – a village across 
the border from Mae Sot, Thailand.

ACS will raise funds for operation of the clinic for the first three years 
and train local medical workers. After three years, they will delegate 
Local Churches and Local Mission teams to continue the Grace 
Clinic by a self-sustaining program. The local Churches and fees will 
meet the needs in the future.

The Local churches and community will be involved in this project as 
volunteers will be trained in CHE (Community Health Evangelism) 
and will become CHE trainers in the area.   Through CHE, the local 
church members will become both Evangelists and Community 
Health Workers. These leaders of CHE will help to improve their 
societies and share the Good News and expand new churches.

Proposed Grace Clinic- Myanamar

Refugee camp near Mae Sot, Thailand

FUNDING GOAL: $30,000 •$20,000 for Building the Clinic
•$10,000 to furnish and supply with needed 
medical equipment

Receiving medical care in the refugee camp
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Refugees along Myanmar/Thailand Border

ACS Mission History

•ACS is built on three generations of foundational missionary work - J Russel Morse, R LaVerne Morse, Mark Morse
•Two Initial Tribes. Lisu and Rawang - have multiplied to reach over 40 tribes in SE Asia
•Over 1,000,000 believers are now the fruit of the Morse family footprint in Tibet, China, Burma, Thailand, India,
Cambodia, Vietnam and Laos
•For almost 50 years, ACS has supplied resources to empower Asian evangelists to reach and disciple others for Christ.
Asian pioneers have explored new territories and continue evangelistic expansion to this day!

THE MISSION

Aung Ko Min was very sick and the government doctor gave up and 
so his family brought him back home from hospital and became 
hopeless. Our medical team gave antibiotics, anointed oil on his 
wound and pray for him. Miraculously, he was slowly healed, 
recovered and accepted God’s almighty power. Later the whole family 
accepted Jesus as their Lord and Savior. We started a house church 
there and now become a big Church. He is now an elder in that 
Church. - Simon-ACS

Praying with a family 
receiving medical care

Medical Evangelism has a 
lasting impact in this region!




